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1Fur kid in this document to refers to the pet dog/cat coming in to Just Fur Kids Dog Daycare® for grooming services. 
2Owner must be primary owner and at least 18 years of age. 

GROOMING AGREEMENT & WAIVER 

̴ Please read carefully and complete   ̴ 
 

Just Fur Kids Dog Daycare® strives to provide quality fur kid1 experiences, including in the area of grooming.  To 

assist us in accomplishing this endeavor, I hereby understand, warrant, and agree to the following: 

1. I am the primary licensed owner2 of the fur kid, or have been provided written permission by the primary 

licensed owner, and therefore am authorized to book the services to be performed, and I am able to 

produce such documentation when requested.  

 

2. I agree that the services performed on my fur kid will be carefully described by the groomer beforehand, 

with pictures where possible, and that it is my responsibility to ask for further clarification if necessary.  

 

3. I understand my fur kid will be entering a facility with other fur kids present, and that the potential 

exposure to disease and parasites does exist.  While Just Fur Kids Dog Daycare® follows strict sanitation 

practices and vaccination requirements, the risk is possible. 

 

4. a) To this end, I warrant that my fur kid is current on vaccinations, particularly, but not limited to rabies, 

and has not been ill with any communicable condition within the past 30 days.  I understand I will be 

asked for proof prior to performance of services and can be declined an appointment without. 

b) Further, should parasites (ie: lice, fleas) be found on my fur kid, grooming will not occur and you will 

be contacted to pick up immediately, and a handling fee of $25.00CAD will be charged. 

 

5. a) I understand that I am, and will remain responsible for the actions of my fur kid at all times, and hereby 

agree to indemnify and hold harmless Just Fur Kids Dog Daycare® of any and all claims of injury, expense, 

costs, or damages caused by the actions of my fur kid while in their care.  I am responsible for any 

property damages incurred as a direct result of my fur kid’s actions. 

b) For their safety, feline fur kids must arrive and leave the facility in an enclosed carrier and fur parents 

are to stay during the appointment to keep their feline fur kid calm. 

c) I also agree to abide by any/all rules of Just Fur Kids Dog Daycare® while within their facility whether 

specified in this Agreement & Waiver or not. 

 

6. I agree that in bringing in my fur kid for grooming services that Just Fur Kids Dog Daycare® has relied on 

my representation that my fur kid is in good health, and that any/all pre-existing medical conditions 

which may affect their grooming experience have been disclosed prior to service so that the necessary 

precautions for safety and comfort will be taken.  Conditions include but are not limited to allergies, 

seizures, heart conditions, bone/joint discomfort, skin sensitivities, fearfulness, behavioral quirks, 

blindness, deafness, etc. 

 

I further understand that grooming is a strenuous activity that requires certain physical capacities from 

my fur kid.  I warrant my fur kid is able to stand for the duration of the bath and blow dry, which may be 
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up to 45 minutes, depending on the coat and size, as well as for the approximate additional hour for the 

trim. 

 

7. I warrant that I have made known to Just Fur Kids Dog Daycare® prior to performance of services any/all 

dangerous behaviour my fur kid may/has exhibited in the past during grooming, specifically biting, fear, 

and aggression so that safety measures can be taken.  Just Fur Kid Dog Daycare® reserves the right to 

refuse/stop services at any time before or during the grooming process and charge a handling fee of 

$25.00CAD in lieu of, or and in addition to the appointment fees. 

 

8. I understand that removal of matted fur requires extra time, attention and cost, that the process can be 

uncomfortable for the fur kid, and that other issues may arise as a result.  Regular proper grooming is 

the best prevention of matting and Just Fur Kids Dog Daycare® reserves the right to refuse continual de-

matting of a neglected coat as it causes undue and harmful stress to the fur kid.  Dematting (undercoat 

removal) is separate from grooming and is at a $60.00CAD per hour. 

 

9. As a fur parent, I understand that there is always the possibility of an accident; that the combination of 

sharp grooming equipment and wiggly fur kids can lead to minor cuts, nicks and/or scratches.  Every 

effort will be made to provide a safe and stress free experience. 

a) Should emergency medical care be necessary, I understand Just Fur Kids Dog Daycare® will make 

reasonable efforts to contact me and/or my fur kid’s veterinarian, but may seek an appropriate 

alternate should my veterinarian not be available and/or if closer care is necessary. 

b) I authorize Just Fur Kids Dog Daycare® to administer and/or seek first aid and resuscitative care as 

determined appropriate, and hold Just Fur Kids Dog Daycare® harmless for any/all results thereof. 

c) I further authorize Just Fur Kids Dog Daycare® to incur medical expenses up to $__________CAD on 

my behalf until I am reachable, and that I will be solely responsible for these costs.  

 

10. Finally, I agree that things can happen, but best efforts must be made to keep reservations.  A credit card 

preauthorization will be necessary at the time of booking to hold appointments. 

a) Minimal 24 hour notice is necessary for cancellation of grooming appointments without penalty.  A 

$25.00CAD handling fee will automatically be charged for all no shows and/or less than 24 hour 

notice cancellations.  The handling fee is $60.00CAD for no shows and/or short notice cancellations 

of Saturday appointments.  

b) Fur kids are to arrive no more than 15 minutes earlier or later than their scheduled appointment 

time.  Fur kids arriving later than 15 minutes are subject to a $25.00CAD handling fee. 

c) My groomed fur kid will be expected to be picked up within an hour and a half (1.5) following 

completion of his/her appointment.  I understand I will be given an approximate appointment 

duration time at the time of booking and that Just Fur Kids Dog Daycare® will contact me a half hour 

before completion to provide me a 2 hour window of notice. 

d) I understand if I am unable to pick up my fur kid during this time, I will be charged for a full day of 

daycare at the current rate, regardless of time of day, if he/she is not a regular daycare attendee.  

New fur kids, especially just groomed ones are very disruptive to the pack and require attention.  Fur 

kids with a purchased pass package will be charged for a half day at the current rate.  
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I hereby warrant I have read and fully understood the terms and conditions as outlined in this agreement and 

agree to accept and abide by them.  I further confirm the truthfulness of the information I have provided, and 

therefore forever release, indemnify and save harmless Just Fur Kids Dog Daycare®, its directors, officers, agents, 

and/or employees from any and all liability, claims, suits, actions, loss, injury or damage directly and/or indirectly 

related to the service to be performed, without limitation. 

 

_______________________________ ________________________________ _________________ 

(print owner of fur kid’s name)    (sign)     (date)  
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GROOMING CLIENT INFO PLUS WAIVER & RELEASE: (please print clearly) 

 

Owner: ________________________________ Phone:  ____________________________ 

        Alternate: ____________________________  

Fur Kid: ________________________________ Breed:  ____________________________ 

Sex: M R   Neutered/Spayed: Y N   Age: _____years 

 

Vet Clinic/Hospital: ___________________________________________ 

Veterinarian:  ___________________________ Phone:  ____________________________ 

Address: ____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Services to be Done:  ________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

Matted Fur Disclaimer/Release: 

Removal of matted fur by shaving is sometimes necessary if the coat is tangled beyond being able to be 

combed/brushed out.  Skin irritations such as infection, parasites, hot spots, sores, and bald spots can be 

uncovered under matted fur and/or result from the removal. 

I have read and understand the above regarding matted fur and release Just Fur Kids Dog Daycare® from 

responsibility for the shaving process and any problems uncovered or occurring during this procedure.  I agree 

to the additional fees that will be charged depending on the severity of the matting.  Choose one option: 

   I agree to this procedure to be done to the extent as necessary without further consultation or consent. 

 I desire a phone call and further consultation before this procedure is to be done. 

 

 

_______________________________ ________________________________ _________________ 

(print owner of fur kid’s name)    (sign)     (date) 
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Emergency Medical Care: 

I certify that my fur kid, ______________________ is in good health, and has not been ill with any communicable 

condition in the past 30 days. 

I acknowledge that Just For Kids Dog Daycare® will make reasonable efforts to contact me immediately, and 

likely, concurrently with my veterinarian, should my fur kid require any medical attention during his/her time in 

their care.   

I agree that if it is determined that my fur kid should be brought in to a clinic/hospital, Just Fur Kids Dog Daycare® 

may seek an appropriate alternate should my veterinarian not be available and/or if closer care is necessary. 

I authorize Just Fur Kids Dog Daycare® to administer and/or seek first aid and resuscitative care as determined 

appropriate, and hold Just Fur Kids Dog Daycare® harmless for any/all results thereof. 

Should an emergency medical situation arise during veterinarian treatment and I am unable to attend and 

unreachable, I hereby direct Just Fur Kids Dog Daycare® and the veterinarian to act on my behalf in the following 

manner (choose one): 

  I authorize the veterinarian chosen by Just Fur Kids Dog Daycare® to incur any expense necessary while 

 treating my fur kid.  I will be solely responsible for all expenses arising. 

  I authorize the veterinarian chosen by Just Fur Kids Dog Daycare® to incur expenses up to $___________ 

 while treating my fur kid.  I will be solely responsible for the payment of this amount.  If additional 

 expense is needed, I require contact before any treatment is done. 

 I request that no additional work be done and order, “Do Not Resuscitate”. 

 

 

_______________________________ ________________________________ _________________ 

(print owner of fur kid’s name)    (signature)    (date) 

 

 

FOR OFFICE USE ONLY: 

 Proof of primary ownership. 

 Proof of vaccinations.  

Received by:  

_______________________________ ________________________________ _________________ 

  (print name)     (sign)     (date)  


